dbQwikEdit 3.0
“Insights into your database”

Product Information
dbQwikEdit is a simple, yet powerful data
access tool allowing you to create databases,
view, edit, update, and move your data between
different databases.
dbQwikEdit provides several powerful data
management functions in a single integrated
environment. It has: Data Editor that allows
spreadsheet style editing of database table
records; Editors to design and alter tables and
indexes; Query builders that allow users to build
and execute complex SQL statements with
ease. Selected data can be exported to many
popular desktop formats such as MS Excel™;
the batch move utility allows users to move and
synchronize data between different databases.
dbQwikEdit connects to databases using ADO
and ODBC connections making it a truly
versatile tool for all databases.

Benefits
dbQwikEdit offers many benefits to the novice
and power user alike.

User Empowerment
Business users can gain access to their
relational data with “zero” SQL knowledge.
Empower them with information that has been
“locked” away inside their databases and only
accessible by using scarce programmer
resources to query this data.

Productivity Boosts
The magic of dbQwikEdit is the gains in
productivity that you will see. Whether it is to
change a data value, create database queries,
design tables or synchronize data, you will save
hours of effort. dbQwikEdit pays for itself within
the first few hours of use.

Information Exchange
With expansion of technology throughout
business and onto the web, we find an every
expanding word of data, in various databases.
dbQwikEdit can extract from complex
databases and store it in easily exchangeable
formats such as Excel, Comma Delimited,
HTML, XML and RTF. dbQwikEdit will help you
get your data to those who need it, in a format
they can use.

Universal Connectivity
Databases appear everywhere, Oracle, FoxPro,
Access, MS SQL, Dbase, DB2, MySQL these
are names we see every day. There is no need
to purchase software to access each database;
dbQwikEdit will handle all these and more for
one low price. Using Microsoft’s ADO
technology means dbQwikEdit is virtually
guaranteed to work with any database.

The Company
TheDevShop Ltd. is a software company
producing custom software solutions and
productivity tools for technical users.

Simplicity of Use
dbQwikEdit excels at making the complex
simple. Its unique visual query builder, and
wizard functions make this a tool to all users.
No hours of learning required. In addition,
complex tasks are greatly simplified.
Synchronizing data between databases is a
point and click exercise, with built in error
handling options. This task which typically
takes programmers hours, is reduced to
minutes.
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Features
Database Explorer
dbQwikEdit opens your database into a explorer
view. Tables, columns, Indexes, Views,
Procedures are displayed as you are
accustomed to see in windows explorer. Table
lists can be filtered to quickly locate the tables in
large databases.

DataGrid
The data grid presents table data in a spread
sheet style. To edit or add new data, you
simply need to type in the new data.
You can filter and sort data, order columns, to
create and print real time reports. These
settings can be saved and re-applied to the
table at a later date. You can even use the
filtering and sorting to visualize your desired
data, and with a click of a button to generate the
SQL query to be customized or saved.

Visual Query Builder
Our visual query builder makes creating queries
trivial. Drop tables into the query, drag
columns to join tables, select columns, sorts,
filters with ease.
You can save and open visual queries, so you
never have to rebuild a query. Power users can
further customize queries by generating the
SQL into the SQL syntax builder.
Don’t be fooled by the ease of use, Visual
Query builder is a workhorse, with plenty of
powerful features, like setting properties of joins
to generate inner / outer join syntax,
table/column aliasing calculated fields, and
much more.

SQL Syntax Builder
For power users and SQL experts, our SQL
Syntax builder will give you full control over our
SQL. This hybrid, type/point-and-click took
speeds the building of SQL statements. With
syntax highlighting, query history, search and
replace, and customizable syntax menus. The
integrated parameter builder allows you to
create parameterized queries. Power users will
find a wealth of tools to suit even the most
advanced requirement.

Data Security
dbQwikEdit is a tool for all users. We have
added connection read-only mode that can be
password protected. This is great for
preventing accidental updates to data or
releasing all the great data mining features to a
wide variety of users without jeopardizing your
data.

Export
Export query results in many popular desktop
and exchange formats. Send data to clients,
analysts, or friends in easily importable formats
including: MS Excel, HTML, SQL, Comma
Delimited, RTF, DIF, LaTeX, SYLK, MS Word,
and Text files.
This is also a great way to get data into
programs to report, chart, analyze, format, mail
merge, or print.

Data Synchronization
Moving data between databases has historically
been a tedious task that only highly trained
database experts can perform. dbQwikEdit
makes that task as easy as choosing a source
and destination table.
dbQwikEdit batch move is more than a table-totable data migration tool, you can use it to move
subsets of data, add, update or delete selected
record sets. You can even map data between
columns with different names.

Robustness
On first looks dbQwikEdit may appear to be a
desktop tool, and it is, but there is advanced
features and a robust engine under the surface
to suite even the most demanding corporate
user. dbQwikEdit is able to run concurrent
sessions and concurrent queries in each
sessions. dbQwikEdit batch data move
throughput has been benched marked in test
with IBM to over 1000 transactions per minute.
dbQwikEdit is an industrial strength software
solution suitable to any environment.

Command Line Interface
dbQwikEdit supports a command line interface
allowing you to initiate partial or fully automated
jobs. This powerful feature is especially useful in
setting up batch synchronization jobs. However,
there are many additional uses. Set up desktop
shortcuts to open and execute queries to speed
repetitive tasks. Use dbQwikEdit to create weekly
or monthly export files. Even call it from other
programs.

Version Comparison
dbQwikEdit is available in two versions:
dbQwikEdit Lite and dbQwikEdit Pro.

Requirements
·
·

·

dbQwikEdit runs in Windows 98, 2000,
Me, XP, NT(4.0).
It requires MDAC. Version 2.8 is
recommended, preinstalled in windows
XP and 2000. Free download on
Microsoft’s web site at no cost.
ODBC drivers or ADO drivers for your
database.

